
WADDLE (WCST) COMMUNITY SUPPORT TOKEN
aka/dba: Waddle (WCST) & waddlecst.com

RISK STATEMENT - DISCLAIMER 

The information provided here or does not constitute as investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sor t of advice, 
you should not treat any (WCST) content as such regardless of where this information is shared. (WCST website’s, Social Networks, Chat 
groups, Direct messages, etc).  Cryptocurrency trading involves high risk and is not suitable for all investors. Don't invest more than what 

you can afford to lose.

Our (WCST) information is general in nature and is not specific to you the user or anyone else. You should not make any decision, base d 
on any of the information presented on our (WCST)platforms, by its members, “Com-Devs”, “Devs”, “Custodians”, any affiliates, partners, 
vendors, service providers, and/or subsidiaries.  Please conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisory b efore making 

any investment decision. We do not accept any responsibility for any losses(Financial or otherwise) and will not be liable fo r the 
investment decisions you make based on the information provided on our (WCST) website. Our content is intended to be used and must 

be used, wholly and solely for informational purposes only.

Please remember to always;

Invest Responsibly & DYOR ( Do your own research ) 



Waddle Community 
Support Token

Community:

A group of people bound by the fellowship of shared 

common attitudes, interests and goals

BLUE-PAPER



Our Shared History
The concept of the Community Support Token (1st Project of the Community Support Brand) 

was born out of the frustration many growing cryptocurrency communities face. Burned out 

developers who are stretched too thin to really take a token to the next level. That leaves 

frustrated investors who take losses, although the initial concept of the project was sound.

Although many of these projects don’t make it, the communities that build up around them 

remain strong.

But finding safe cryptocurrency projects to invest in has become increasingly more difficult. 

Rugulls and delayed honeypots are so frequent, many investors stand on the fringes of the 

cryptocurrency space because of fear.

We know what that fear is like. We’ve lost money to heartless scammers, and we know the 

pain of that loss. Because of those experiences, we’ve committed to make Community Support 

Token radically transparent from what you normally see. 

Our developers will be openly doxxed, and we commit to making decisions through our 

community. We’re here to grow a long-term project that has a genuine, real-world use case 

that is a feasible and profitable choice for investors.
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One Brand – Three Pillars
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Community 
Support Token

Support Local 
Coin

Crypto & Local 
Communities

First Community-Led 

Token 100% designed to 

Fuel Self-Sustaining 

Growth

Our Utility that will 

Disrupt the SMB 

Payment & Local 

Commerce Space

The Engine powering our 

highly ambitious project 

that aims to connect 

Crypto to Mainstreet



Global Challenge - Our Solution

Today, whether in Crypto or on Main Street, the average 

investor, small business owner and consumer, stands 

little chance against powerful players, manipulated 

markets/pricing and the constant deluge of 

disinformation. 

Community Support Brand (CSB) aims to level the 

playing field and put the power of crypto investment & 

main street commerce back in the hands of the 

majority. 
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Global Challenge - Our Solution
Through the introduction of Innovative concepts like Tokenocmic-Led-Growth, Community-

Dev, Radical Transparency, we believe Community Support Token will lastingly change the 

token landscape

Through our planned utility, Support Local Coin the first 100% Collateralized Stable Coin*

reserved only for small businesses & Individuals,  We aim to disrupt the local-commerce 

landscape. 

We are laser-focused on becoming the 1st Universally Accepted Currency by Small Businesses 

for products & services and believe we will easily become a Top10 crypto on our journey to 

that goal. 
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*What if one digital currency wipeout could injure — or even destroy — the entire cryptocurrency ecosystem?

Learn more on how easily this could happen here

https://www.theverge.com/22620464/tether-backing-cryptocurrency-stablecoin
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Our
Gameplan

Launch Community 
Support Token

CST is the vehical that will 
mobilize the community, funds 
and resources needed to build 
and Support Local Coin and get 
it to Market 

1

Develop 
Support Local Coin

Hire the team that will build 
the 1st Dollar Pegged Currency 

universally accepter by Small 
Businesses around the Globe.

2

Launch Support Local 
Coin

Launch to mainstreets around 
the world while continueing to 
develop additional FAB for 
consumers & SMBs
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Stacked

Community

Taxes

3%
Reflections

8% - Buy

16% - Sell

- 3yr Liquidity Lock 

- Doxed Dev Team 

- Budget Transparency 

- Weekly AMA’s 

3% Reflections &

6 more Community Support 

Reflection Pools to Earn More! 

Community-
Dev

- 1.5% of Supply  

Max Holding

- Additional Tax for 

Selling  more than 

200B in 24 Hours

Zero
Whales

- Up to 32 Community-Dev’s that 

Power Operations & Mkt and are 

Rewarded with 1% Reflections

Radical 
Transparency

Communities from 

Multiple Defunct Coins 

Joined Forces to Launch 

CST

Primed
to



Stacked

Community

Taxes

3%
Reflections Community-

Dev

Zero
Whales

Radical 
Transparency

Primed
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Community Support Token (CST)
Introducing Our concept of Tokenomic-Led Growth

Taking a token from the world of Meme’s to the promised land is no easy feat. An attractive concept, mobilized community, 

strategic content and marketing, committed investors and an agile, professionally-managed operation are just some of the 

requirements to even have a chance. 

Yet, 80% of meme coins enter the market as hobby projects. They’re typically run by part-time developers who have bitten off 

more than they planned for.  They hide in anonymity and lack vision and the ability to plan long-term. Community Support 

Token overcomes these issues by clearly mapping out our goals and a plans to achieve them and incorporating them into the 

Tokenomics of the Token.

One of the key elements of this project is the Community Support Pools (CSP’s) where the Technomic's itself is designed to 

help move the project to success – Tokenomic-Led Growth

This is a concept we’re pioneering to ensure the token is set up to succeed regardless of who’s at the helm.

These pools represent important areas that a project needs to be successful: liquidity, marketing, community involvement 

and project growth. These pools are meant to help empower community members, fund growth projects over time, and give 

community members a chance to gain more passive income by helping the project’s ongoing marketing.
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CST Introducing Our concept of Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

In all, there are 6+ 

Community Support Pools to 

be rolled out over the course 

of several weeks, that are 

automatically supported & 

funded by CST’s 8% Buy and 

16% Sell Tax.

Investor 
Re-Buy

Promote
&

Grow 

Community 
Dev

Burn
or

Win

Content 
Creation

Community 
Support 

Foundation
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CST Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

Because so many hopeful cryptocurrency projects are abandoned by burned-

out developers, we’ve thought long and hard about how to set Community 

Support Token up for success as a long-term project.

That means we need a solid team of developers sharing the workload right from 

the start. This will ensure that developers have time to rest and lead with fresh, 

clear minds. In addition to the core team of developers, up to 32 members of 

the community will also become part of the team before, during and after 

launch to help drive the project forward.

Supporting a Healthy team – Say Hi to Community-Dev.

1% of every sell transaction will go to the Community-Dev CSP to compensate 

Community-Developers every week for their time and effort.

0.5% of every sell transaction will go to the Community-Dev Wallet CSP, where

Community-Dev dictates how funds are spent on marketing initiatives
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CST Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

We don’t like the world shill. It sounds like unpleasant work. 

Plus, what’s in it for you?

We believe you should be rewarded for spreading the word 

about Community Support Token.

1% of every sell transaction will go to the 

Promote & Grow CSP that rewards our 

community members who spread the word

Don’t do the marketing work for free! Get rewarded for it 

Promote & Grow CSP.
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CST Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

If social media promotion isn’t your thing, then you can create content 

for people to share on social media! 

We reward those who create the content that empowers the community. 

From memes to banner ads, operational statements of procedure(SOPs) 

to graphic and video production, each day or week requests will come 

from Dev & Community-Dev. 

Through a mix of lottery and community voting, winners will be rewarded 

with the CSP built up since the last award. 

Calling all creators! Deliver Content & get Rewarded

Content Generation CSP.

1% of every sell transaction will go to the Content Generation CSP to weekly 

compensate those that create the content that fuels our Project.
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CST Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

Burning supply never hurts. Nor do prizes to Strangers & MVPs for their 

amazing work that week.

1% of every sell transaction goes to the Burn 

Wallet with 0.5% going to the Burn or Win CSP. 

Each week on Friday nights we’ll get together on video for a happy hour 

drink and roll of the dice – will we burn more tokens or give the 0.5% to 

some lucky winners?

Weekly bonfires to burn supply and protect our token price

Burn And Win CSP.
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CST Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

No project can truly scale successfully without devoted investors who hold long 

term and buy strategically in dips. Yet most projects flood telegrams with 

worthless noise, but really don’t show true love$ to this vital investment group. 

CST incentivizes long-term holding growth with 1% of every 

sell going to the Investor Re-Buy CSP. 

Anywhere from daily to weekly, this pool pays out to holders that increase their 

holding %. Although the style of competition may change from week to week, the 

purpose does not. 

At Community Support,  we show Diamond hands love by rewarding them for 

growing their bags. Simple.

Rewarding those that grow their Bags – Investor Re-Buy CSP
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CST
Let’s make a difference – Community Support Foundation 

Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

Crypto can do more than just be an 

investment. We look forward to hearing 

from our community about great causes 

and charities making a difference that 

need some help.

Our donations are always on a local 

community level so that we can see the 

impact almost immediately. 

1 % of every sell transaction goes to the Community Support Foundation CSP to 

fund smiles and meaningful change across the globe.
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CST Community Support Pools (CSP’s)

1% of every buy and sell transaction will go to the Developer 

Marketing CSP so that we can work with the vendors, platforms and advertisers 

that will help us scale and get our message out to the world.

1% of each sell transaction will go to the Developer Tech CSP. This wallet 

is purely for tech development including website function, mobile apps and the 

many utilities we have planned for 2022.

We’ll make mistakes, but we’ll be transparent about it. We can’t guarantee our 

marketing choices will be home runs each time, but our marketing wallets will be 

transparent so you can see how we spend and how much it helped the project

Standard Reflections & Tax – Dev & Marketing CSP
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Community Support Token is Anti-Whale
No wallet can own more than 1.5% of the overall supply, no 

exceptions. We are a community project and thus believe we have a 

responsibility to everyone, not just those with the most resources.

For our larger investors under 1.5%, we’d love to see them think twice 

before making a large emotional sell decision. Hence, any sale up to 

300-billion in a 24h period is taxed at the normal 16% sell rate.

Every token over that in a 24h period is taxed at a whopping 

20%!

Not a fan? No worries, sleep on it and sell at the regular tax tomorrow. 

Or look at your 3% reflections, they more than double to 8% on 

these larger sells.



If you can’t trust, don’t invest. 

That’s our motto. To support our goal of building the most trusted community in the industry, 

Community Support Token is changing how transparency is measured in the crypto space.

CST – Welcome to Radical Transparency

• Our Development Team will be fully doxxed before launch

• Each member of the Community-Dev team may decide their Doxx Status– to each their own

• The Development team will hold an AMA each Sunday

• Can’t make it Sunday? Ask your questions on Friday night at our Burn or Win Happy Hours

• Every local support pool, every wallet and every dollar spent is posted on a regular schedule

• We’ll make mistakes, but we’ll be transparent about it. We can’t guarantee our marketing choices will be 

home runs each time, but our marketing wallets will be transparent so that the community can see how we 

spend and how much it helped the project

• One of our many Community-Dev roles is the Head of Transparency and Visibility. Their sole purpose is to 

provide visibility into operations and keep us all honest

• Straight talk that’s cordial and real. Good news or bad news, we won't hide. We will lay it out as is, so that our 

community can make the best educated decisions around their investments
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Communities thrive when there is love, respect, patience and acceptance for all 

humankind. We’re building a community where everyone feels safe.

CST – Decency & Values matter in Our House

Do not invest in this project if you:

• You can’t go two sentences without using profanity

• You need to show off your knowledge and skills by 

belittling others

• You mock others for their comments, choices, race, 

religion, nationality, politics, gender or creed

• You hate on sellers for selling their investments

• You can't summon patience for “normies” and new 

investors 

• You carry yourself in a manner your Mom/Dad 

wouldn’t be proud of.



Tax - Tokenomics – 8% Buy

3% 

3%

1%

Reflections to 

Holders 

Liquidity Pool

Developer 

Marketing CSP

Community-Dev 

CSP
1%



CST - Tax Tokenomics – 16% Sell

4%

1%
1%

1%

1%

3%

1%

0.5%

1%

1%

Reflections to 

Holders 

Burn Wallet

Foundation CSP

Com-Dev MKT Spend Wallet CSP

Community-Dev Salary CSP

Content Generation LOTTO CSP

Liquidity Pool

Dev Team – Marketing CSP

Dev Team - Tech CSP

Shill, Promote & Grow LOTTO CSP

Investor Re-Buy LOTTO CSP

Burn or Win LOTTO CSP

0.5%

1%



CST – Supply & Launch

Pancake Swap - 337T – 33.7%

Pink Sale and/or Burn  

462T – 46.2%

Future CEX (Locked) - 30T – 3%

Dev Team (On a Vest) - 32T – 3.2%

Competition & Airdrops 11T – 1.1%

Support Local Coin Development - 10T (Locked) - 1%

Community-Dev Team (On a Vest) - 32T  - 3.2%

White-List Private Presale - 86T – 8.6%



Meet Our Custodians – (Dev)

Jason Wilson
Strategy & Finance

?
Technology

Ian Bloembergen
Communications

?
Product & Marketing

Born and and raised in the Netherlands, Ian emigrated to the US 
to pursue an education in Marketing and Entrepreneurship. After 
graduating, he started his 1st business, a direct sales 
organization that he grew to 200 agents before exiting in 2008. 

Over the next 10 years as a serial entrepreneur, he founded 5 
companies with 3 failed projects and 2 successes including a BPO 
startup that grew from 8 to 300 employees in under 18mo 
before taking an exit. 

As an entrepreneur and startup specialist,  Ian learned the 
importance of having a strong and deep team to move projects 
forward which played a large part in the conception of CSTs 
community-led model designed to split the efforts needed over 
32 Com-Devs. 

In his free time, Ian prefers to spend time with his wife of 13yrs 
and his 3 children in South Carolina and acts as a custodian for 
CST focused on growth and communication.

Jason Wilson, is an experienced business owner and a single full 
time father. His career path lead him to be a Marketing & 
Advertising Professional, leading to over 20 years' experience 
executing brand strategy and effective campaign management 
for his own businesses and that of his clients.

In recent years he has specialized in advising teams and 
organizations on delivering successful and measurable marketing 
campaigns that meet and exceed organizational objectives. His 
strong focus on data-driven outcomes and utilizing metrics to 
improve campaigns, led him to crypto where he felt decisions, 
campaigns and projects under utilized data in their strategies.

These and other circumstances have brought him to the CST 
project where he met Ian and the ComDevs in the telegram of 
yet another failed project that underutilized data. 

He is looks forward to working alongside many passionate 
comdevs at CST as well as the wider community within this 
Crypto space.



Meet Community-Dev
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Gary
Transparency & Visibility

Alex
TBD - Marketing

Lui
TBD

Alana
TBD

BrokeApu
TBD - Telegram Admin

B G
TBD – 4Channel

Frogman
TBD - Chinese Language Dev

Timo
TBD - German Language Dev

Sakana
TBD – 4Channel

Mrs. M M
Community-Dev Mama &

Information Flow Guru

Mr. M M
TBD

We need help 
Join us by becoming a Community Developer

Put your positive energy and passion to work by picking up one of the many vital 

roles key to getting this project to cruising altitude. A good attitude is the first and 

foremost qualifier. 

If you have a good attitude, willing to learn,  and want to split that 1% pot 

every week, we could use your help! 



Meet Community-Dev
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D-Fens
TBD - Vendor Vetting

Zi JU
TBD

Ivan
TBD

Adrian
TBD

?
Twitter Dev

?
Facebook Dev

?
Reddit Dev

?
YouTube Dev

?
TikTok Dev



Meet Community-Dev
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Join Us
TBD - Vendor Vetting

Join Us
Linkedin Dev

Join Us
Content Design

Join Us
Content Writing

Join Us
AMA Support Dev

Join Us
Arabic Language Dev

Join Us
Chinese Language Dev

Join Us
Korean Language Dev

Join Us
Japanese Language Dev



Meet Community-Dev
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Join Us
Documentation Dev

Join Us
Competition MGT Dev

Join Us
Telegram Dev

Join Us
Instagram Dev

Join Us
Investor Re-Buy Dev

Join Us
Burn or Win Dev

Join Us
Content & Meme Dev

Join Us
Foundation Dev

Join Us
Roles TBD

Dev



Roadmap – Phase 0 – Nov21 – Is this a viable Project
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Week 1

LOR IPS DOL

Week 1

LOR IPS DOL

Week 2

LOR IPS DOL

Week 2

LOR IPS DOL

Find Contract Writer & 
Confirm Concept Doable

Present Concept to Bullish & 
DogeBUSD Communities

Measure Current 
Community Support

Confrim Old Holder and 
Initial Liquidity Setup

White Paper & Feasibility 
Research

LOREM

Confirm  8+ Community 
Devs

LOREM



Roadmap – Phase 1 – Prep for Launch – Early Dec21 - Still in Progress -
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Week 1

LOR IPS DOL

Week 1

LOR IPS DOL

Week 2

LOR IPS DOL

Week 2

LOR IPS DOL

High Standard Websites & 
Socials

Present Concept to Bullish & 
DogeBUSD Communities

Decide on Logo

Engange DogeBUSD or Other 
Community

Finalize Contract & 
Complete Audit

LOREM

16+ Community Dev’s 
Confirmed

LOREM



Roadmap – Phase 2 – Launch – Early Dec21 - Still in Progress -
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Week 1

LOR IPS DOL

Week 1

LOR IPS DOL

Week 2

LOR IPS DOL

Week 2

LOR IPS DOL

TBD – Not adding until we 
get to phase 1

TBD – Not adding until we 
get to phase 1

TBD – Not adding until we 
get to phase 1

TBD – Not adding until we 
get to phase 1

TBD – Not adding until we 
get to phase 1

LOREM

TBD – Not adding until we 
get to phase 1

LOREM
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Utility Support Local Coin
To Whom this may concern, 

The concept for this has been in my head for over 7 years. Only now, with the advent of crypto can it become a reality. 
I have worked for shop local apps, daily deal sites, chambers of commerce  and marketing agencies for over my 15 
years of experience building platforms and marketplaces for small businesses. 

Putting this to paper, will take as long as this white paper did. I will do so once we get closer to confirming this project 
will move forward.  If that is not good enough, no worries, this baby is all yours ;)

That said, shop local is not the only utility we can have. Feel free to suggest more to us to add to the roadmap for 
2022, should this project get launched. 

Currently, I am employed by 280 Group, a global leader in product management training and optimization. Building 
products and getting them to market is what I do, and I do it very well.

Why? I’m sure you have noticed, I love it and am passionate about it. 

best, 

Ian Bloembergen
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Community Support Brand & Token

Made with ❤ & Community in the Telegram of yet 
another Defunct ShitCoin


